In section 2, we begin with a class of orderings called index-digit permutations. In particular, we review the concept of i-cycle which is central to the implementation of ordered hypercube FFT as well as the general index-dlgit permutation. In particular, we examine the standard-order FFT and the A-order transform which is yet to be defined. In section 3, we firstdiscuss different ways of computing the trigonometric coef_cients and then present a new parallel method for the direct computation of the trigonometric coefficients.Next we show that this method is particularly suited to a hypercube implementation using i-cycles. The performance results of these FFTs are presented in section 4.
Parallel Hypercube FFTs

Introduction
In this paper we consider the implementation of ordered FFTs on hypercube multiprocessors. It is assumed that the number of physical processors ks P --2 d
where d ks the dimension of the hypercube. Each processor has its own local memory (also called distributed-memory system). It ks also assumed that the number of elements to be transformed is N -2 r and that NIP is a small constant (massively parallel version of the original hypercube FFT [7] If zn has N = 2r elements then itcan be mapped into the multidimensional array z(__v''',io) where ir_lir_2'''i o is the binary form of n. The FFT can then be looselydescribed as a sequence of 2r-1 transforms of length two in each of r dimensions. An example for the case N = 16 ksgiven in Table I .below. 
Z(io, il,i2,is)
XO) (io,i_,i2,ks) g(2) ( io,il,k_,ks) _a)(io,/cl,k2,/c s) (ko, k:,k2,ks) gO') (ks,k2,k_,_o) The originalsequence isgiven as the Rrst entry in Table I . The transform in the dimension is isdesignated by replacing is by ks in the second entry. Subsequent multiple 1-D transforms correspond to subsequent entries in Table I .
The FFT requiresthe multiple 1-D transforms to be computed In the order of decreasing indices,i.e., is,i_,ii,and i0. The lastentry corresponds to the bitreversalthat is necessary to order the FFT. Between each of the multiple 1-D transforms the sequence zn is multiplied by certainroots of unity. For example, Table  H it is evident that a method will be needed for converting between index-digit permuted maps on the hypercube. To that end we introduce a specific class of communication tasks. Table HI. -8- 
From the last two entries in
The second entry in Table  IT For N-= 16 and P -= 4 the data exchanges for two sample i-cycles are given in Table  IV below. -12 - -14- The A-order transform in Table  VI The FFT is often a part of a larger computation that is posed on a grid so it is reasonable to ask about the compatibility of the Binary Reflected Gray code ordering and A-ordering. In both the standard-order and the A-order transform the processors can be mapped so that nearest neighbors are at a distance of one, but at the expense of the i-cyclesbeing conducted at a distance of two.
The Algorithm
The parallel hypercube 
Consider the following example of a 1G-point FFT (unordered transform)
and suppose that element i is mapped to processor i, then the trigonometric factors needed at each stage are as in Table VII below. The entries in each column correspond to k in the trigonometric factor ]¥-k. Entries with the form (k) refer to the exponent of a coefficientthat is not used at the current stage but is needed to compute the coefficientsat a subsequent stage of the FFT. 
Thus, we can calculatethe trigonometric coeflicients for the current stage from the previous stage by four multiplicationsand one addition (or three multiplications and two additions).This method can alsobe used to generate the table for the table look-up scheme. It can also be used to compute the coef_cientsfor the ordered (both A-order and standard-order) parallelhypercube FFT presented in section 2 with a slightmodification for the initial trigonometric factor calculations. Table VIII below contains the exponents for the A-order transform with N= 16.An initial standard sequence to processormap isassumed.
-20 - Table IX below. -22 - 
